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While many analysts had predicted a return to normalcy in the hotel industry by this
last summer, the unexpected impact of the third and fourth waves of COVID-19 has significantly hampered the recovery.
As you will read in our annual forecast from HVS, the worst point in the pandemic
was the week of April 11, 2020, when the national occupancy was just 12 per cent. In the
worst weeks of 2020, occupancy was down more than 80 per cent from the 2019 baseline.
The second-wave low point was the week of December 26, 2020, when the occupancy was
recorded at 16.9 per cent. From that point, occupancy built to a peak of 61.9 per cent for
the week of August 15, 2021, mostly resulting from the leisure market. Year-to-date
through August 2021, demand for hotels in Canada was up by 12.6 per cent relative to the
comparable period in 2020.
The HVS forecast points to the fact that corporate and group travel did not return in the
manner that was expected by the fall of 2021. While hotel occupancy has improved relative
to 2020, the numbers are nonetheless still down by more than 25 per cent from 2019.
One of the major consequences of the pandemic has been that room supply increased
by only 0.7 per cent, well below the pre-pandemic expectation of more than 2.0 per cent.
Many projects have been put on hold as developers exercise caution and the execution of
other projects has been delayed because supply chain issues and labour challenges are
resulting in longer development timelines.
This supply and demand balance, according to HVS, resulted in an occupancy rate of
35.4 per cent for year-to-date through August 2021, as compared to 31.4 per cent for the
comparable period in 2020. The average room rate in Canada was $133.40 through
August 2021, down 2.3 per cent from the same period in 2020. However, this decline in
ADR mainly reflects the fact that the pandemic did not affect ADR in the first quarter of
2020. For April through August 2021, the ADR has increased relative to the comparable
month in 2020 in amounts ranging from 10 per cent to 15 per cent.
Corporate and group travel is beginning to return with many conferences now being
held in person. So, while there is light on the horizon, the sector is still facing challenges
that won’t be easily resolved.
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Activar Hôtels Awarded Contract for the
Calabogie Peaks Hotel in the Ottawa Valley
Activar Hôtels is newly in charge of managing hotel operations at the
Calabogie Peaks Hotel, a boutique countryside retreat in the Ottawa Valley
at the heart of the four-season Calabogie Peaks Resort. Activar Hôtels will
focus its efforts on operational processes, brand identity and renovation
projects that could begin as early as spring 2022. The Calabogie Peaks Hotel
is part of Choice Hotels’ Ascend Collection of boutique hotels.
“It’s an evolving and dynamic time in the industry that calls for renewal
and freshness. We look forward to building our vision for a heightened experience at the resort in partnership with Activar Hôtels,” says Paul Murphy, president,
Calabogie Peaks Resort.
“Calabogie Peaks Hotel has the potential to become a slice of chic Canadian
countryside escapism. Its lush natural environment, between Calabogie Lake and
Dickson Mountain, makes it a destination to explore over many days, or better yet,
many stays,” says Xavier Icardo, vice-president hotel operations, Activar Hôtels.
Although Choice Hotels is an international brand, Activar Hôtels is known for its ability
to shed light on a property’s regional uniqueness through local partnerships and the
promotion of its gems, such as local art or local products and it hopes to do just that.
The management of operations for the Calabogie Peaks Hotel is a step forward in
Activar Hôtels’ growth strategy.
“The growth of the portfolio of boutique hotels and projects managed by Activar
Hôtels will yield interesting synergies resulting in greater benefits for shareholders
and experience seekers,” says Mathieu Mault, president, Activar Hôtels.
The Calabogie Peaks Hotel features 25 rooms, an indoor pool and an outdoor hot
tub, an exercise room, a boardroom and conference rooms as well as Canthooks
restaurant, which serves a menu inspired by the Swiss Alps’ cuisine. The hotel also
manages a condo rental program for short term stays. At the heart of the Calabogie
Peaks Resort, it’s an ideal location for hosting corporate or special events. Guests have
access to a wide array of outdoor activities: hiking, mountain biking, golf, swimming
and other water sports, cross-country and alpine skiing as well as snowshoeing.

Northland Properties Acquires King Blue Hotel from
Greenland Group Canada
Recognized as Canada’s most trusted name in hotels, restaurants, resorts, sports
entertainment, and construction, Northland Properties have acquired the King Blue
Hotel from Greenland Canada. Designed to make a striking impact at Toronto’s famous
corner of King St West and Blue Jays Way, this new upscale and contemporary-modern
boutique hotel is in the final stages of construction and scheduled to open this fall.
“Northland’s acquisition of the
King Blue Hotel is a great addition to
our family-owned portfolio of hotels,
restaurants, resorts and sports
assets. With an existing collection of
60 hotels across five countries, this
impressively constructed hotel
serves as a landmark expansion at
an important address in Toronto’s
Entertainment District,” said Tom
Gaglardi, CEO of Northland Properties
Corporation.
Designed to the highest quality of
standards, King Blue Hotel is situated
within the seven-storey tower of the
King Blue Condominium Complex.
Paying tribute to downtown Toronto’s deep-rooted history, the hotel’s front-facing
exterior encompasses the original six stories of the Canadian Westinghouse Company
Building built in 1927.
“We are pleased to have completed the final stage of this exciting development and
wish Northland much success with the hotel. It is a special location in such a culturally
dynamic city, and the hotel will be a great addition to the Toronto market for
both business and leisure guests,” said Henry Cao, general manager of Greenland
Group Canada. “Greenland is proud for its first project in Canada to be recognized by
a market leader like Northland Properties. We hope to continue to develop and deliver
more properties in Canada.”
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business NEWS

Grande-Anse Lighthouse Park
System Upgraded
Funded by federal and provincial grants, the Grande-Anse
Municipal Lighthouse and Tourist Information Centre renovation
project is the first of several to be completed in New Brunswick, by
the Department of Tourism. The lighthouse replica was built with
similar esthetics to Grande-Anse’s original lighthouses that once
protected its harbour — featuring a square wooden tower with
sloping sides. After years of exposure to the elements, the lighthouse’s painted wooden shingles had chipped, cracked, and faded.
The Lighthouse and information centre, a popular stop for
tourists and photographers travelling the picturesque New Brunswick
coastline along Highway 11, features a gift shop, breathtaking views
of the Chaleur Bay, and a human-sized lobster trap.
“Ravaged by time and the coastal climate, the Grand-Anse
lighthouse and tourist centre will now have an exterior that delivers
durability and low upkeep for years to come,” says Ralph Bruno, CEO,
Derby Building Products, parent company of the Tando brand.
The renovated lighthouse/tourist centre was dedicated
August 6th in a ceremony by Grande-Anse Mayor Therese Haché
and Village General Director and project manager Henri Battah,

Newly Built Comfort Inn & Suites Opens
in Carleton Place
Choice Hotels Canada is celebrating the latest addition to
its portfolio of high-quality lodging options, with the opening
of its latest property in Carleton Place, a newly built Comfort Inn
& Suites.
Construction on the hotel began in September 2019 and was
originally planned to be completed in 10 months. The considerable challenges facing the hospitality industry amid the COVID-19
pandemic resulted in delays in construction.
“Despite the challenges in our industry, we are thrilled to be
opening our Comfort Inn & Suites here in Carleton Place,” said
Graham Marsh, drector, franchise development at Choice Hotels
Canada. “As one of the fastest growing communities in the
greater Ottawa area, this new property will service that growing
demand for quality accommodation and we believe it will be
embraced by the community and our guests.”
The 72 guest rooms feature premium bedding, 49-inch
televisions, mini fridges and microwaves. Amenities at the
pet-friendly hotel include an indoor heated pool, fitness and
business centres, guest laundry and complimentary hot breakfast
and Wi-Fi — features the Comfort brand is well known for.
Located at 355 McNeely Avenue, there is no shortage of
activities in the area. Whether it’s exploring the town’s historic
downtown, enjoying some of the unique eateries and breweries,
such as the Stalwart Brewing Company and Braumeister Brewing
Co., or enjoying outdoor attractions like the Ottawa River and
the surrounding parks and trails.

along with local dignitaries. “What else can be said about the
end result of the project but magnificent,” said Battah. “A picture
is worth a thousand words and with all pictures taken since the
project was completed, there are presently millions of words
spreading around the world.”
To recreate the rich, historic colours of the original lighthouse
replica and tourist centre, officials selected Cape Cod Perfection in
Classic White, Mariner Blue and a custom bright red. With a subtle
wood texture and crisp edges, Cape Cod Perfection offered a
near-identical match to the lighthouse’s original, chipped painted
shingles. They also chose Beach House Shake in Hatteras, a deep
gray shade with the authentic look of natural weathered shake,
for the tourist information centre. Both profiles are very workable
with traditional tools and approved by Miami-Dade County for
High-Velocity Hurricane Zones for wind and impact resistance.

BARRIE ADDS TO ITS ALLURE WITH AN ASCEND COLLECTION HOTEL
Choice Hotels Canada is growing its portfolio of high-quality lodging options
with the opening of its latest property, the Allure Hotel & Conference Centre in
Barrie, Ontario. The Allure Hotel & Conference Centre is part of the Ascend Hotel
Collection, a network of upscale resorts, historic properties and boutique hotels
that offer guests a uniquely local experience. As the 22nd Ascend Hotel Collection
member in Canada, the hotel also has an onsite conference centre that can
accommodate up to 256 guests.
The Allure Hotel & Conference Centre is owned by Aurora Group, a familyowned company with extensive experience in hospitality and management. The
company has grown rapidly over the past few years and is actively engaged in new
project development in North America. The Allure Hotel & Conference Centre is
their second Ascend Hotel Collection property, joining the Pinestone Resort and
Conference Centre in Haliburton, Ontario.
“With a range of amenities for business and leisure, this property is well positioned
to service the thriving Barrie area,” says Ravi Aurora, CEO of Aurora Group. “The flexibility and unique qualities of the Ascend Hotel
Collection really appeals to us and we are excited to add another property to our group.”
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Muir’s Architecture and Design Balances
Tradition and Modernity — Connecting
Guests to a Contemporary Nova Scotia
Opening this upcoming December, Muir, an Autograph Collection
hotel, will welcome guests to a refined, distinctly Nova Scotian
hospitality experience. Muir is the cornerstone of Queen’s
Marque, a new urban waterfront district in the absolute centre of
downtown Halifax; inspired by the enduring spirit, culture, and
character of Nova Scotia.
“Striking a rare balance between tradition and modernity,
Muir is the physical and spiritual manifestation of a modern Nova
Scotia, connecting guests to this place and its people through
the art of architecture and design,” said Scott Armour McCrea,
president and CEO, The Armour Group.
Envisioned, developed, and operated by The Armour Group,
and designed by celebrated Nova Scotian architecture practice
MacKay-Lyons Sweetapple Architects, Muir is an example of
‘Born of this Place’ design, honouring character, materiality, and
heritage through the art of architecture. At Muir, MacKay-Lyons
Sweetapple Architects employ a deep understanding of local
vernacular, modern, clean lines, and honest materiality to impart
a clear and pure sense of Nova Scotia.
Throughout the property, forms portray a contemporary
marine, wharf-like design. At Muir’s entrance, guests are
welcomed by the “Light Chocks,” an architectural art installation
featuring a pair of glowing columns incorporating abstract
Fresnel lenses, like those used at the iconic Sambro lighthouse.
At Muir, materiality also makes a meaningful connection to
place — from local materials including salt and pepper granite
and sandstone to Muntz metal, a copper alloy prominently used
in shipbuilding. Together, these elements provide an indelible
sense of place and meaningful connection, resulting in a design
that simply could not exist anywhere else.
The collection of bespoke and contemporary furniture in each
room includes a walnut floating worktable, walnut-framed bed(s)
and a full-size bar reminiscent of luminous ship portholes. The
warmth and tradition of Nova Scotia comes alive in the modern
Muir tartan throw, commissioned for Muir and featured in every
room. Designed for comfort and productivity, each room offers
ideal workspaces for business travellers seeking the perfect
balance between inspiring setting and practical necessities.
“Muir celebrates the region’s rich history, local artistry and
skillful craftsmanship; expressed here in the authenticity, honesty
and storytelling qualities of forms and materials,” said Alessandro
Munge, founder and design director, Studio Munge. “We thoughtfully designed each bespoke detail and layer to embody the
essence of Muir and deliver a most memorable experience where
guests can appreciate Muir’s profound sense of place. They’ll
discover what makes Nova Scotia and Halifax a destination
like no other — a place of enduring spirit, resilience and gracious
hospitality.”
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Hotel Forecast w
By Monique Rosszell – Senior Managing Partner, HVS Montreal and Toronto
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THE CURRENT STATE OF THE CANADIAN HOTEL INDUSTRY
The Recovery of the Hotel Industry is Underway in Canada

S

ignificant growth is in the outlook for the Canadian lodging market in 2022, but ultimately the recovery is going
to be slow. In 2022, we are projecting the national occupancy at 53 per cent with an ADR of $147, resulting in a
RevPAR of $77. This represents a major improvement over what is projected for year-end 2021 — a 38 per cent
occupancy with a $133 ADR and a RevPAR of $51. Despite what amounts to 51 per cent increase in RevPAR, the projected
RevPAR for 2022 is still less than 50 per cent of the RevPAR recorded in 2019. Given the challenges facing COVID-19
vaccinations globally and the slow return of international conventions, the Canadian national RevPAR is not projected to
return to 2019 levels until 2024 or 2025.
The third wave of the pandemic caused greater-than-expected disruptions across Canada in the spring of 2021, but the
economic recovery remains on track from coast to coast. The massive vaccination campaigns have been hugely successful
— Canadians now boast one of the highest vaccination rates in the world. This achievement allowed provincial
governments to ease restrictions, which permitted high-touch industries to reopen more fully this summer. The proof
of vaccination systems (including passports) that have been established prevented further closures to businesses as
the fourth wave reared its head, particularly in Eastern Canada. Nonetheless, the Delta variant poses a definite risk to
provincial economies, although vaccination should minimize the impact relative to previous waves.
Even as Canadians flock back to restaurants and hotels in many provinces, tight labour market conditions are forcing
some of these businesses to operate at reduced capacity. BC, Quebec, and PEI are contending with record-high job vacancy
rates. Employers in the hospitality and healthcare sectors in particular are struggling to find workers. The industry
must adapt to this new reality which may involve the need for higher wages and benefits for employees and offsetting the
additional cost by offering more streamlined services.
There are many unknowns affecting the Canadian hospitality industry and the course of the recovery, but hotel
demand in Canada is steadily growing against the background of the broader economic recovery. In 2021, RBC is
forecasting overall GDP growth for the country at 5.1 per cent (versus -5.3 per cent in 2020), led by very strong growth in
Western Canada. Strong GDP growth is projected to continue in 2022 at a rate of 4.3 per cent. The reopening of the
US border, the lifting of global travel restrictions, and the rising momentum of vaccine rollouts around the world augur
well for the ongoing recovery of demand across Canada. Moreover, the increase in demand is expected to permit the
resumption of gradual ADR growth for hotels across Canada returning to pre-Covid levels by 2024 or 2025.
10
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REGIONAL PERFORMANCE
After leading the country in RevPAR growth over the five years prior to the onset of COVID-19,
Central Canada - Ontario and Quebec - has fallen behind Western Canada, where British Columbia
is projected to rebound with a RevPAR growth level above 20 per cent in 2021. The projected
year-end growth for the RevPAR of Central Canada is more moderate at 15 per cent year over year,
emanating entirely from demand growth. Markets in Atlantic Canada witnessed the strongest
growth this year because of the intense lockdowns over the summer of 2020. PEI is the national
leader with an 80 per cent increase in RevPAR in 2021, which is a reflection of the 75 per cent loss in
RevPAR that the market suffered in 2020 as it lost most of its summer tourist season to lockdowns.
In 2022, Atlantic Canada is projected to continue leading the pack in RevPar growth as Central
Canada has less loss to recapture, and the fastest recovery will be in secondary and tertiary markets.
Canada in 2022 is projected to see an overall 51 per cent increase in RevPAR growth; secondary and
tertiary markets will lead the recovery, with primary urban markets and airport markets slowing the
recovery due to their reliance on international and airport demand.

PARADIGM SHIFTS

Monique Rosszell,

In this time of upheaval, it is important to consider how the pandemic has impacted hotel owners senior managing partner,
HVS Montreal and Toronto
from an operational and financial perspective so as to articulate possible ways forward.
Firstly, we know that the hotel industry is resilient. The desire to travel has been driving human
activity for millennia, and the pandemic has merely put on hold, not extinguished, travel plans. Nevertheless,
COVID-19 is causing a paradigm shift in the industry that will endure after the pandemic is over. For instance,
technology will play a greater role in how we communicate and do business; there will be much more virtual
connecting and fewer in-person meetings. Paradigm shifts may disrupt established demand patterns, but they also
generate new forms of demand. With the reduction of corporate office space and the increase in remote work, for
example, corporations will need new ways to create in-person connections. This will spawn a new form of meeting
demand to fulfil needs that, prior to COVID-19, would have been met through day-to-day office interactions. New
forms of leisure demand will also emerge. Consider that China is home to 1.4 billion people but that only nine per
cent of Chinese citizens currently hold a passport — and that there is projected to be 100 million more passport
holders by 2025. In other words, hotel demand always morphs and evolves.
Eastern Hotelier Magazine
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So, what will the new normal look like? Since the industry has never suffered a shock of this magnitude, there is no
playbook to rely on. Moreover, the impact of COVID-19 on the hotel industry has been uneven. Urban airport-oriented
markets that depend on meeting and group demand and international travellers have suffered the most. Within these
markets, large full-service/convention and luxury hotels have sustained the greatest demand losses. The least vulnerable markets have been secondary and tertiary markets with a local demand base. Within these markets, budget and
extended-stay hotels have been the most resilient.
Recapturing pre-pandemic average room rates as occupancy builds back up will be the greatest challenge in 2022 and
beyond. Leisure demand, which tends to have the most price-sensitive average rates, has been the most resilient during
the pandemic and is recovering the most quickly. Group business, which COVID-19 has ravaged, gives a major boost to
market occupancy levels, which in turn helps to drive leisure room rates. With soft corporate and meeting/group
demand, there is no compression in markets to drive leisure rates. Given the relative slowness with which group business
is expected to return and the low rates associated with leisure demand, rate growth is projected to lag occupancy growth
in the recovery.
The best modelling cannot accurately predict the effects of this shock, but we generally know what to expect based on
previous downturns in hospitality markets around the world. Based on the best of currently available information, we are
projecting that occupancy will be back to 2019 levels by late 2023 or early 2024 in most markets globally. We expect the
recovery of average room rates to take slightly longer, with a projected return to 2019 levels by 2024 or 2025. Secondary
and terciary markets which are not nearly as dependent on international travel or conventions are projected to return to
pre-Covid RevPARs by 2023. Of course, markets that must concurrently absorb significant new hotel inventory may take
longer to stabilize in occupancy but may see an uptick in overall market average rates.

Loyalty Programs
By Ronda Payne

Rewards
Make Everything Better
SUCCESSFUL HOTEL LOYALTY PROGRAMS GIVE GUESTS GREATER
ABILITY TO CUSTOMIZE THEIR STAY AND EARN REWARDS EFFORTLESSLY

NEW ROOM SUPPLY
The growth in the national room supply slowed significantly in 2021. The projections made in 2019 put the supply
growth rate for 2021 at 2.3 per cent, representing more than 11,000 rooms. In the wake of the pandemic, however, the
supply growth for 2021 is now expected to be only 0.7 per cent — fewer than 3,000 rooms. Some of the new supply
has been delayed to 2022, when more than 5,000 rooms are projected to enter the market. This increase of 1.1 per cent
represents 1,400 more rooms than had been projected for that year before COVID-19. For developments with the leeway
to be postponed for longer, the opening has been pushed back to 2023 or 2024 with the expectation that COVID-19
should be well behind us.
Overall, very few developments have been outright cancelled. The extent to which opening dates have been pushed
back depends largely on calculations made based on the status of the project at the time that the pandemic hit and the
recovery timeline anticipated for individual markets. Greater supply growth is thus expected to hit the Canadian lodging
market in the years to come; the peak is projected for in 2024 when the market is projected to absorb close to 7,000
new rooms. The vast majority of the new supply is poised to open in Central Canada.

CONCLUSION
In 2021, hotels across Canada continued to struggle even as the market rebounded from 2020, aided by the success
of provincial vaccination programs and the resulting bounce in domestic leisure travel. Growth is expected to gain
momentum in 2022 — almost double the growth of 2021 is projected. Nonetheless, the return to 2019 levels of
performance will still be a challenge. The rollout of vaccines in Eastern Canada, which suffered some of the longest
and toughest lockdowns in the country, has met with great success. As a result, Eastern and Central Canada are now
well positioned for a steady, gradual return to pre-COVID levels of performance. Hotel supply growth is projected to
be between 1.0 per cent and 1.5 per cent annually over the next four years, with Eastern Canada receiving the lion’s
share of the new supply. The confidence in the eventual return of the market has caused very few development
projects to be cancelled. New supply tends to be high rated and branded, which will help to increase average room
rates and spur on the recovery over the next few years. ●
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ften seen as the offering of larger chain hotels, loyalty
programs are an expectation of many guests, especially
when rewards can be rippled through a chain’s various
banners and partnerships. While smaller operations may not
have the abundance of locations to implement robust multibrand programs, the key to success is about meaningful
rewards more than anything else.
Noted as the first guest loyalty program in the hotel industry,
guests earn and redeem IHG Rewards points at over 6,000
locations around the world, including more than 500 properties through the Mr & Mrs Smith boutique hotel booking
service, according to Michelle Dias, senior manager, US and
Canada brand public relations, global corporate affairs. She
says that program members obtain exclusive rates, special
benefits and effortless earning.
“Members can earn points with ease and redeem them for
the things they want most,” she says. “No matter which IHG
Hotels and Resorts hotel is visited, IHG Rewards makes every
occasion richer and more rewarding, with tailored services and
offers and access to experiences that money can’t buy.”
The overall program was rebranded with a new look under
the IHG Rewards name to provide an inclusive feeling to
all members. They earn 10 points for every US $1 spent at
hotels, or five points for every US $1 at Staybridge Suites and
Candlewood Suites properties.
Eastern Hotelier Magazine

In the best loyalty programs, earning points is simple, like
the 10 points to $1 base IHG uses, so that guests can easily
understand how their stay translates to points. Redemption
needs to be clear as well, whether it’s basic instructions for
personalization of stays, the number of points required for
upgrades or free stays, or how to purchase other things with points.
Even bonus offers within the program need to obey the
nomer that clarity is king. Guests will only embrace what they
easily understand and properties want guests to be willing
program participants in order to encourage future stays. When
things get complex, guests likely won’t care and will therefore
won’t consider the loyalty program when booking a future stay.
“Members can select personal stay preferences in their IHG
Rewards member profile to customize hotel stays just the way
they like them,” Dias says.
These preferences may include types of pillows, proximity to
the elevator or higher or lower floor requests. The four levels in
the program also allow for bonus points and complimentary
room upgrades based on stay behaviour. Points can be redeemed
for full stays or can be used as part of a points and cash
combined payment. There are no blackout dates but peak
periods will require more points and downtimes will require less.
While simple for guests, loyalty programs like IHG Rewards
are complex engines. This reveals the biggest downside to a
rewards program and the reason hoteliers should consider starting
13

The IHG Rewards name provides an
inclusive feeling to all members.

one carefully. While hotel programs are here to stay, ending a
program for any reason can be extremely difficult so properties
must think of it as an ongoing part of their operations. Revamping has been done successfully by a number of brands like IHG,
so if the program isn’t working as desired, there are ways to make
improvement midstream.
Choice Hotels Canada includes the Your Extras offers within
its Choice Privileges program. This delivers immediate rewards
such as coffee shop cards and online shopping credits on weekday stays. Julie Chan-McConnell, senior director, commercial
strategy and performance notes that Choice Privileges points
can also be redeemed for free nights, gift cards, experiences and
even the ability to donate points to charitable organizations.
There are also discounts offered with travel-related partners.
“We make sure the program is easy to navigate and points
are valuable to guests, with options to redeem for free nights
for as few as 8,000 points,” she says. “We offer several benefits
and rewards to members beginning with their very first stay, so
they don’t have to wait.”
The program is turnkey and offered globally, so that all
franchisees can embrace rewarding guests. Communications and
offers are managed at the corporate level, while, “franchisees
bring the program to life on the property,” she notes.
Choice-branded hotels like Comfort, Quality and Ascend
Hotel Collection are included in the program so that guests feel
welcome across the country. Plus, points never expire for active
members, which has been an important consideration during
the pandemic with the 50 million-plus members globally.
Choice Privileges has tiers that ensure the most frequent
guests are rewarded most with special bonuses like welcome
gifts, preferred parking, early check-in and late check-out.
“We ask for and listen to feedback from our members and
we’re always looking for opportunities to grow and enhance the
Choice Privileges program,” Chan-McConnell says. We continue to partner with like-minded companies and brands that are
relevant to Canadian consumers, so we can support them
across their entire travel journey.”
With more than 50,000 hotels, resorts and vacation rentals
worldwide, Wyndham Rewards sees reward
points as a global consideration. Geoff
Crossan, group vice-president, loyalty and

partnerships, Wyndham Hotels and Resorts says the hotel
group prides itself on the program’s simplicity and generosity.
“How the program works is simple,” he explains. “Wyndham
Rewards members earn a guaranteed 1,000 points with every
qualified stay and can redeem those points for free nights
starting at just 7,500 points per night, which discounted nights
start at 1,500 plus some cash.”
The program also offers Member Levels that allow for
booking preferred rooms, late checkouts, free wi-fi and other
benefits. Additionally, strategic partnerships provide options for
earning points through filling up on gas or using a meal kit
delivery. Points can also be redeemed for stays at resorts like
Caesars Palace and Paris in Las Vegas, or tens of thousands of
vacation homes through Vacasa or for gift cards, merchandise,
airline miles and other options.
Relationships that move loyalty programs outside of the
brand are growing in popularity as they give members more
choices and flexibility in how they use their points. While most
guests will be happy using points towards stays, there is great
appeal in having more control over the prospects for those
points.
“Only with Wyndham Rewards can you earn points on stays
at a Days Inn or Super 8 and turn around and redeem those
points for stays at a luxury resort in Mexico, a vacation home
in Palm Springs or a castle in the English countryside,” he says.
“That’s good for hotel owners and it’s good for members.”
Ally Wesson, vice-president of marketing for Realstar hospitality, the master franchisor of the Days Inn brand in Canada, also
speaks positively of Wyndham Rewards, which Days Inn is part of.
“Wyndham Rewards is the world’s most generous loyalty
program recently named the number one hotel rewards program
by readers of USA today,” she says. “The program allows our
hotels to strengthen relationship with existing customers.”
She adds that the program also generates more repeat
business, attracts more new guests and increases awareness
through cross-selling.
“Loyalty programs are an essential part of doing business,”
she says. “Wyndham Rewards members earn more and redeem
faster than most other programs in the industry.”
It’s true, loyalty programs are here to stay in the hospitality
industry. For those considering launching a program or
revamping an old one, there are three key considerations:
simplicity in guest understanding, acceptance that programs are
very difficult to end and the importance in bringing in additional reward partners. Awareness of these factors and a focus
on guest desires, will help guide a more successful program. ●

Get your
money’s worth.
At Quality® brand hotels, our guests want real value for their
hard-earned dollars. They need to know they’ll get their money’s
worth so they can relax and focus on the people and experiences
they came for. And in Canada, we’re delivering!
Get your money’s worth. It’s not just a promise to our guests;
it’s a promise to our franchisees, too. The Quality brand delivers
great performance and also provides owners with a great
opportunity to enhance property value and strengthen market
positioning. Plus, the brand’s flexible product extensions fit most
building types and locations.
The Quality brand is all about delivering on the value that both

ChoiceHotelsDevelopment.ca
Development@choicehotels.ca

The Choice Privileges program includes the
Your Extras offers, which delivers immediate
rewards on weekday stays.
©2021 Choice Hotels Canada Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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guests and hotel owners need.

THERE’S NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME TO INVEST IN QUALITY.

Provincial Focus: PEI w
By Melanie Franner

Slow
but Steady

The Arts Hotel opened in July 2020.

PEI gets back on track

AT A GLANCE
*September YTD 2021
Prince Edward Island
Occ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.6
RevPAR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $49.51
Supply (% Change) . . . . . . . . . . .– 3.5
Demand (% Change) . . . . . . . . . . 36.1

T

his year may have been another
challenging one for hoteliers in PEI,
but the province has generally
managed to hold its own.
“We’re probably in better shape than any
other province, thanks to the way we
handled COVID-19,” says
John Cudmore, president,
Hotel Association of PEI,
and president of Dyne Holdings Limited, which operates
Charlottetown-based The
Dundee Arms Inn, The Holman Grand Hotel, and newly
opened The Arts Hotel.
John Cudmore, president,
Hotel Association of PEI
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According to Cudmore, the province’s
hotel industry had a pretty good August
and September. And October is looking
“not too bad”.
“Throughout the winter, a lot of properties got good local support with a lot of
staycations,” he says. “We hit
the wall around May, when
the golf courses and fishing
operators started opening.”

CASE IN POINT
At The Holman Grand,
Cudmore notes that income
in July was probably down
about 40 per cent over 2019.
“While August and September were great recovery months,

Charlottetown
Occ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.7
RevPAR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$48.15
Supply (% Change) . . . . . . . . . .– -11.0
Demand (% Change) . . . . . . . . . . 37.1
Source: 2021 STR, Inc.

we at The Holman Grand are budgeting
the year-to-end with no more than 60 per
cent of our 2019 room revenues, assuming
there are no more COVID-19 outbreaks,”
he says.
At The Arts Hotel, which opened during
the pandemic in July 2020, Cudmore
describes business as having been “quiet”.
“We thought we were better off open
than closed in that it helped create awareness,” he says, adding that the property’s
food and beverage business exceeded their
expectations. “Room occupancy didn’t
Eastern Hotelier Magazine

really wake up until July 2021.”
Cudmore credits the new Tourism
Accommodation Accelerator Program for
“kickstarting” the industry’s 2021 season.
The new gift-card incentive program was
the result of a partnership between the
Tourism Industry Association of PEI (TIAPEI), the province, the Hotel Association of
PEI, and Food Island Partnerships.
For each consecutive two-night stay,
guests at a qualifying PEI accommodation
received a $100 Canada’s Food Island gift
card upon check-in.
“We rolled out the program in July and it
was picked up pretty quickly,” says Corryn
Clemence, CEO, TIAPEI, who adds that the
initiative proved so successful that it is now
being offered again from October 1st to
Eastern Hotelier Magazine

third and fourth generations in the family
business. The property itself was built in
1954, making it the oldest franchisee in the
chain in Canada.
“2021 has been rough,” says Groom, who
adds that the numbers at year end (which was
September) will be up only slightly over 2020.
In addition to the two pools (indoor
and outdoor), along with a par-3, 9-hole
golf course, fitness centre and picnic area,
Groom has recently added a pickleball
court and is ramping up the property’s
bike offerings.
“I think people are looking for more outdoor activities,” he explains, noting that the
local area has a huge pickleball following.
To help boost numbers, Groom participated in the summer Tourism Accommodation Accelerator Program (and will
again in the fall). He has also launched a
couple of marketing initiatives on his
own. One of these is in
partnership with the familyowned restaurant next door
and involved a 50 per cent
off discount up to $30.

November 30, 2021, while supplies last.
Clemence describes 2021 tourism numbers as “certainly an improvement over last
year’s numbers.”
“We’re still down around 40
per cent over 2019 numbers,”
she explains, adding that the
creation of the Atlantic Bubble did help move people
around. “Generally speaking,
THE ROAD LESS
the hotel industry really strugTRAVELLED
gled. The industry still has a
Over in Woodstock, Geoflong way to go.”
frey Irving, president of the
One bright spot was the slow
Mill River Resort, describes
return of motor coach tours.
2021 as “another strange
“We saw the beginnings of a Corryn Clemence,
year”. But, it’s one that has
return in mid to late August CEO, TIAPEI
had its share of silver linings.
and through September,” says
The amenities offered by
Clemence, adding that the industry is also
the 81-guest room resort are numerous
anticipating the return of cruise ships in 2022.
— and have served the business well.
There is an 18-hole golf course, a 3-hole
BUMPS IN THE ROAD
short course, driving range, an in-house
David Groom is the owner and general
restaurant, a fully outfitted aquatic centre
manager of the 94-room Quality Inn &
(including an indoor saltwater pool),
Suites by Choice Hotels, located in Sumsquash, tennis and pickleball facilities, bike
merside. Groom and his son represent the
rentals, and a spa.

David Groom, owner and general manager, Quality Inn & Suites Summerside.
The Quality Inn & Suites Summerside was built in 1954.
17
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“We were down quite a bit in June, but
July ended up being a good month for us,”
says Irving. “August was good as well and
September was also strong.”
Irving estimates that the property is
about 18 per cent over 2019 levels as far as
the room side. Food and beverage is about
even with 2019.
“The silver lining for us over the last couple years has been golf,” he explains. “Our
golf is up about 47 per cent over 2019.”
Another plus for the Mill River Resort is
that even pre-pandemic, the non-Atlantic
Canada market represented only about 10

DIRECTORY 2021

IS THIRD PARTY
MANAGEMENT

Courtesy of HVS

THE WAY TO GO?
I

n Canada, 70 per cent of hotels, representing roughly
half of all guest room inventor y, are currently
independent. However, most of the new hotels
now being developed are associated with a brand.
Consequently, the percentage of the supply that is
branded is growing. The emergence of soft brands as an
option for both established independent hotels and
new developments is also contributing to the growth in
branded supply. Given the number of first-time hotel
developers that have entered the Canadian hotel
industry, the need for education on the highly complex
terms of management contracts and assistance in the
negotiation process is greater than ever.
Hotel management contracts involve either brand
management, in which the franchise company provides
both the brand and management services, or third-party
hotel management, whereby a hotel management company provides just management services for independent
or franchised hotels. For full-service, upper-upscale,
and luxury properties, international brands provide

The Holman Grand noted that August and
September were great recovery months.

per cent of the total business.
“Fortunately, we weren’t impacted as badly
as a lot of other properties,” adds Irving.
As such, Irving is optimistic about 2022.
“Next year will be good if things continue
to progress and we start getting some
group traffic back,” says Irving. “And if we
can stay open to the Atlantic provinces.”

THE ROAD AHEAD
Industry is anticipating a somewhat smaller fall and winter this year, as opposed to the
typical strong performance of years past.
“Festivals and events, as well as meetings
and conventions, are strong drivers for our
hotel sector during this time of year,” says
Clemence. “Unfortunately, some scheduled
events and conferences have already been
cancelled.”
That being said, Clemence is positive
about the new year.
“We believe that the demand for travel is
there,” she says. “And that will drive the
return of our industry.”
The last few months, however, has
created what Clemence describes as “an
uncertainty” about the industry from a
labour perspective. In order to succeed in
the future, she believes that the industry
will need to rebuild its reputation with the
local labour force, and provide assurances
to them that the hotel industry is once
again a reliable and strong industry in
which to work. ●

management services
and forego the royalty
portion of their franchise fees in favour of a
base management fee and an
incentive management fee. Recently,
brands have also begun offering management services
in the limited- and select-service upscale hotel tier
because there is a dearth of third-party hotel management companies in Canada.
Third-party management companies offer their
services for a predetermined time period in exchange for
a base management fee and an incentive fee. Currently,
there are only a handful of third-party management
companies in Canada, many with their roots in the
United States. Given the recent growth in hotel development, often involving first-time developers, successful
hotel owners in Canada are offering their local expertise
through third-party management services in an effort to
also fill this void. ●

photo shutterstock.com
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ACCOR

ATLIFIC HOTELS

Anatoly Kondratenko
416 618 0981
155 Wellington Street W
Toronto M5V 0C3
anatoly.kondratenko@accor.com
https://group.accor.com/en/hotel-development

Atlific Hotels – Montreal
250 Saint-Antoine St. West, Suite 400
Montreal, Quebec H2Y 0A3
General Inquiries info@atlific.com
514-509-5500

History: Accor is a world leading hospitality Group consisting of more
than 5,100 properties and 10,000 food and beverage venues throughout 110 countries. The Group has one of the industry’s most diverse
and fully-integrated hospitality ecosystems encompassing luxury and
premium brands, midscale and economy offerings, unique Lifestyle
concepts, entertainment and nightlife venues, restaurants and bars,
branded private residences, shared accommodation properties,
concierge services, co-working spaces and more. Accor also boasts an
unrivalled portfolio of distinctive brands and approximately 260,000
team members worldwide. Over 68 million members benefit from the
company’s comprehensive loyalty program ALL - Accor Live
Limitless - a daily Lifestyle companion that provides access to a wide
variety of rewards, services and experiences. Through its Planet 21 –
Acting Here, Accor Solidarity, RiiSE and ALL Heartist Fund initiatives,
the group is focused on driving positive action through business
ethics, responsible tourism, environmental sustainability, community
engagement, diversity and inclusivity. Founded in 1967, Accor SA is
headquartered in France and publicly listed on the Euronext Paris
Stock Exchange (ISIN code: FR0000120404) and on the OTC Market
(Ticker: ACCYY) in the United States.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 21
Properties managed in Canada: Fairmont Hotel Macdonald,
Edmonton; Fairmont Palliser, Calgary; Sheraton Suites Eau Claire,
Calgary; Fairmont Banff Springs; Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise;
Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge; Fairmont Winnipeg; Fairmont Chateau
Whistler; Fairmont Waterfront, Vancouver; Fairmont Pacific Rim,
Vancouver; Fairmont Hotel Vancouver; Fairmont Vancouver Airport;
Fairmont Empress, Victoria; Fairmont Royal York, Toronto; Fairmont
Chateau Laurier, Ottawa; Fairmont Tremblant, Mont Tremblant; Fairmont Le Chateau Montebello; Sofitel Montreal Golden Mile; Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal; Fairmont Le Chateau Frontenac, Quebec City; Fairmont Le Manoir Richelieu, Charlevoix
Key Executives: Heather McCrory, CEO – North and Central America; Sara Glenn, COO – Canada, Mexico, Caribbean and Central America; Jeff Doane, Chief Commercial Officer – North and Central
America; Nicole Lierheimer, VP Public Relations & Communications
– North and Central America; Anatoly Kondratenko, VP Development – North and Central America

ACTIVAR HÔTELS INC.
Mathieu Mault
T: (613) 792-8301 or
C: (613) 720-0464
53 Melrose Avenue,
Ottawa, ON K1Y 1T8
Email: mat.mault@activarhotels.ca
Website: activarhotels.ca
History: Incorporated in August 2019
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 4
Properties managed in Canada: Microtel Inn & Suites by Wyndham, Casselman, ON; Microtel Inn & Suites by Wyndham, LacMégantic, QC; Calabogie Peaks Hotel, Calabogie, ON; Independent
hotel, Ottawa, ON
Key Executives: : Mathieu Mault, CEO; Xavier Icardo, VP Hotel
Operations; Danny Purcell, VP Finance
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Atlific Hotels – Toronto
17 Reading Court, Toronto, Ontario M9W 7K7
Management & Business Development Inquiries – Philippe Gadbois
pgadbois@atlific.com 416-646-1081
National Sales & Group Inquiries nationalsales@atlific.com
Atlific Hotels – Calgary
610 10 Avenue SW, Calgary, AB T2R 1M3
Atlific Hotels – Vancouver
1110 Howe Street , Vancouver, BC V6Z 1R2
History: Atlific was founded in 1959. Atlific introduced the Holiday
Inn brand to Canada that year, opening the first Holiday Inn outside
of the United States: Holiday Inn Montreal Airport Chateaubriand.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 45
Properties managed in Canada: Brands (Marriott – Courtyard, Residence Inn, TownePlace Suites, Westin, Four Points, Element and
Sheraton; Radisson Hotel & Suites, IHG – Holiday Inn, Holiday Inn &
Suites, Holiday Inn Express; Hilton – Hilton Garden Inn, Wyndham –
Days Inn, Days Inn & Suites, Wingate by Wyndham; and Choice
Hotels – Clarion Hotel & Suites) and Independent Properties
Key Executives: Robert Chartrand, CEO; Wendy Lamont, Executive Vice-President; Philippe Gadbois, Senior Vice-President, Operations; Gordon Johnson, Vice-President, Operations: Raymond St.
Pierre, Vice-President, Operations; Christine Kennedy, Vice-President, Finance; Bonnie Ng, Secretary-Treasurer and Oliver O’Boyle,
Director of IT

BEST CANADIAN MOTOR INNS LTD.
Scott Germain, VP of Operations
778-516-5535
P.O. Box 316, Summerland BC V0H 1Z0
sgermain@bcminns.com
bcminns.com
History: Best Canadian Motor Inns has been contracted to manage
both hotels and restaurants in the Provinces of Saskatchewan,
Alberta and British Columbia. Those Hotels presently consist of 1
Wyndham branded hotel (Super 8), 5 Kanata branded hotels and 8
BCMInns branded hotels. The company’s hotel management operations began in the Province of Alberta in 1988 and since that date
the company has broadened its management activity which know
includes activity in the Provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and
British Columbia.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 14
Properties managed in Canada: BCMInns Rusty’s, Fort McMurray;
BCMInns Fort McMurray; BCMInns Drayton Valley; BCMInns Lac La
Biche; BCMInns Peace River; BCMInns Hinton; BCMInns Lloydminster;
BCMInns Coleman; The Kanata, Blairmore; The Kanata, Fort
Saskatchewan; The Kanata, Whitecourt; The Kanata, Invermere; The
Kanata Kelowna Hotel & Conference Centre; Super 8 Edmonton International Airport, Leduc; Boston Pizza Restaurant, Lac La Biche, Alberta
Key Executives: Robert J. Campbell, President; Scott Germain, VP
of Operations; Caroline Harbinson, Controller; Lorry Fabbro, Human
Resources Manager; Eric Deevy, Operations Manager
Eastern Hotelier Magazine

Want to know more about
Studio 6 Suites? Lets talk.
416.966.8454
studio6@realstarhospitality.com
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CONCORD HOSPITALITY
ENTERPRISES CO.
Grant Sabroff — Senior Vice President of Business Development
11410 Common Oaks Drive, Raleigh, NC 27614
919-279-6542 Direct
www.concordhotels.com

BELLSTAR HOTELS
BY AIMBRIDGE HOSPITALITY
Robin Cumine - CHA, CHGM
Vice President of Operations & Corporate Development
robinc@bellstar.ca
C: 587.586.7359
1207, 701-11 Avenue SW, , Calgary, Alberta, T3C 0M5
Bellstar.ca
History: Bellstar is a Calgary-based management company that
has made its mark over the last 15 years by driving profitability
for independent resorts. Bellstar ensures each managed property
maintains its unique individuality, while leveraging key centralized
management resources ensuring operating efficiencies and benefiting from Bellstar’s corporate mission of exceptional experiences for guests, owners and employees. The company’s best
practices ensure returns for either branded or non-branded
assets. In 2019, Bellstar was acquired by North America’s largest
lodging operator, Aimbridge Hospitality.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 5
Properties managed in Canada: Kicking Horse Lodging, Grande
Rockies Resort, Solara Resort & Spa, The Beach Club Resort, The
Royal Kelowna
Annual revenue (hotel management): $30 million
Key Executives: Robin Cumine, Vice President Operations and Corporate Development; Leslie Ducommun, Corporate Controller; Monica Batt, Director of People & Culture

CLIQUE HOTELS & RESORTS
Celina McWhirter
403-609-3000
206 – 1001 8th Ave, Canmore, Alberta, T1W 0L8
admin@clique.ca
clique.ca
History: Established in 1997. Clique have been leaders in each market it operates with top customer reviews. Clique is actively looking
for new management and devloment opportunities.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada:
7 properties
Properties managed in Canada: Hotel Clique, Calgary; Applause
Hotel, Calgary; Acclaim Hotel, Canmore; The Malcolm Hotel, Canmore; Blackstone Mountain Lodge, Canmore; Falcon Crest Lodge,
Canmore, Blackcomb Springs Suites, Whistler
Key Executives: Jim Muir, President; Stewart Winterburn, V.P.
Hotels and Development; Edward Keenan, V.P. Resorts
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History: Concord was established in 1985. Headquartered in Raleigh,
NC, the company currently provides management services for 136
select service, full service and lifestyle hotels representing over
20,900 guestrooms and suites throughout the United States and
Canada. In addition, the Company has over 20 active projects in its
development and management pipeline including a 360-room dual
brand Autograph and Courtyard by Marriott hotel in downtown Calgary, AB expected to open in mid 2022. Concord managed hotels
operate in 23 states throughout the Mid-Atlantic, Midwest, East
Coast/New Jersey, Southeast, South/Southwest regions of the U.S.
and two Canadian provinces (Alberta and Ontario).
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 9
Properties managed in Canada: Courtyard Edmonton Downtown,
Edmonton, Alberta; Courtyard Mississauga Meadowvale, Mississauga, Ontario; Courtyard Toronto Markham, Markham, Ontario;
Courtyard Toronto Vaughan, Vaughan, Ontario; Four Points By
Sheraton Kingston, Kingston, Ontario; Hilton Garden Inn Ottawa
Downtown, Ottawa, Ontario; Homewood Suites Ottawa Downtown,
Ottawa, Ontario; Residence Inn Mississauga Meadowvale, Mississauga, Ontario; Residence Inn Toronto Markham, Markham Ontario
Key Executives: Mark Laport, CEO, Julie Richter, CFO,
Nick Kellock, COO

CRESCENT HOTELS & RESORTS
Lilian Hu
VP, Business Development
& Client Relations
lily.hu@crescenthotels.com
703-563-4913
www.crescenthotels.com
www.latitudesbycrescent.com

D3H HOTELS
Carolyn Genest — Chief Strategist
cgenest@d3h.ca
(306) 249-2882 Fax (306) 668-8051
www.d3h.ca
History: Dimension 3 Hospitality Corp. (now d3h Hotels Inc.) was
formed in 1998 with the Head Office based in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan. d3h Hotels is a full-service hotel management company with more than 300 employees across Alberta & Saskatchewan.
d3h is currently the largest Franchisee of Days Inn hotels in Canada
with 7 properties. d3h Hotels is the Creator and Franchisor of the
Home Hotels brand. This growing brand currently has 6 properties in
Alberta & Saskatchewan with more properties planned. With the Home
Hotels franchise, d3h has the ability to be nimble, innovative and share
authentic prairie hospitality with guests. d3h has evolved into not only
a management company but also provides construction and renovation services, interior design services and much more.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021: 13
Properties managed in Canada: Days Inn by Wyndham – Calgary Airport, Days Inn by Wyndham – Calgary North Balzac, Days Inn by Wyndham – Edmonton South, Days Inn by Wyndham – Medicine Hat, Days Inn
by Wyndham – Red Deer, Days Inn by Wyndham – Regina East, Days Inn
by Wyndham – Regina Airport West, HomeSuites – Regina East, Home
Inn & Suites – Regina Airport West, Home Inn & Suites – Saskatoon
South, Home Inn & Suites – Yorkton, Home Inn & Suites – Swift Current
Key Executives: Carolyn Genest, Leslie Squires, Paul Rosten,
Jesse Tiefenbach

History: Based in Toronto, ON and Fairfax, VA, Crescent is an awardwinning management firm founded in 2001, operating a portfolio of
100+ assets totaling $1.9B+ in revenues. Crescent is one of the few
elite operators approved to operate luxury and upper upscale full-service hotels under all major brand affiliations. Crescent also operates a
collection of iconic and lifestyle independents within the Latitudes,
Lifestyles by Crescent Collection. Crescent’s clients include REITs, private equity firms, high net worth individuals, and major developers.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021:
102 (North America), 18 Canada
Properties managed in Canada: Hôtel Pur Quebec, A Tribute Portfolio Hotel, The Broadview, Gladstone House, The Matrix, Metterra
Hotel on Whyte, Varscona Hotel on Whyte, Hotel Dene & Conference
Centre, Hilton Vancouver Metrotown, Delta Hotels by Marriott Saint
John, Courtyard by Marriott Toronto / Mississauga Derry Road,
Hilton Garden Inn Niagara-on-the-Lake, Four Points Sheraton Toronto Mississauga, Hyatt Place Ottawa West, Holiday Inn Express
Lakeshore, Staybridge Suites Toronto Vaughan, Staybridge Suites
West Edmonton
Annual revenue (hotel management): $150M
Key Executives: Michael George, CEO - michael.george@crescenthotels.com, Tony Cohen, EVP M& Partner – tony.cohen@crescenthotels.com, Lily Hu, Vice President, Business Development & Client
Relations – lily.hu@crescenthotels.com
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GENESIS HOSPITALITY INC.
Jonathan Murray
204-578-6320
jonathanm@genesishospitality.ca
www.genesishospitality.ca
History: In 1978, three families joined together to build the first hotel
in Brandon, MB and set the foundation for Genesis Hospitality Inc.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 12
Properties managed in Canada: Victoria Inn & Hotel Convention Centre – Brandon, MB, Victoria Inn & Hotel Convention Centre – Winnipeg,
MB, Victoria Inn & Hotel Convention Centre – Flin Flon, MB, Victoria Inn &
Hotel Convention Centre – Thunder Bay, ON, Clarion Hotel & Suites –
Brandon, MB, Comfort Inn & Suites – Red Deer, AB, Courtyard Marriott –
Mississauga, ON, Residence Inn Marriott – Mississauga, ON, Courtyard
Marriott – Hamilton, ON, Residence Inn Marriott – Vaughan, ON, Courtyard Marriott – Edmonton, AB, Hampton Inn & Suites – Edmonton, AB
Key Executives: Kevin Swark, Executive President, Jonathan Murray, Chief Financial Officer
Eastern Hotelier Magazine
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West Edmonton; Holiday Inn Express & Suites – Drayton Valley;
Holiday Inn Express & Suites – Slave Lake; Holiday Inn Express &
Suites – Whitecourt Southeast; Ramada-Edson; Super 8-Fox
Creek; TownePlace-Edmonton South; TownePlace Suites – Medicine Hat; Fairfield Inn & Suites – Ajax (in development); Fairfield
Inn & Suites -Kitimat (under construction)

HOTEL EQUITIES

Key Executives: Fred “Coach” Cerrone, Founder & Chairman, Brad
Rahinsky, President & Chief Executive Officer, Joe Reardon, Chief
Development Officer, Bryan DeCort, Chief Operating Officer

Joe Reardon, Chief Development Officer
4800 North Point Parkway, Suite 250, Alpharetta, GA 30022
jreardon@hotelequities.com
678-578-4444 x 123
www.hotelequities.com

MOUALLEM MANAGEMENT GROUP
Tyson Ghostkeeper
780-940-6448
#302-316 Windermere Rd, Edmonton, AB T6W-2Z8
tyson@mouallemgroup.com
mouallemgroup.com
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 3

History: 32 years ago, Fred Cerrone turned his vision into reality
by establishing Hotel Equities, now headquartered in the Atlanta
suburb of Alpharetta, GA. Our Founder and Chairman was a former
award-winning hotel general manager in his early 20’s and he used
his knowledge of the industry to create a company that served the
needs of associates, guests, and investors more efficiently. Through
the years, Hotel Equities has become a trusted business partner,
known for our ability to build equity and generate upside potential.
We have a team of associates who appreciate our people-centric
culture and are passionate about their work. In turn, this helps us
build strong relationships that facilitate expansion, new construction and rebranding or re-use development. Satisfied guests frequently rave about our uncompromising service and return for
more. For all these reasons, we have received industry recognition
for management and service excellence, year after year- including
Marriott’s prestigious “Spirit to Serve Award for Community Service.” The award recognizes our values as expressed through
employee volunteerism as well as in-kind and cash donations. Hotel
Equities is also a two-time recipient of the Marriott Partnership Circle Award, and the Hilton Connie Award. We understand the importance of smart investments and we know that our associates are
our most valuable asset. That is why we developed world-class
hotel management training curriculum. We value the individual and
reward diligence. The payback is undeniable, as Hotel Equities’
turnover rate is lower than the industry average.

Properties managed in Canada: Best Western Bonnyville Inn &
Suites; Best Western Plus The Inn at St. Albert; Best Western Plus
Drayton Valley All Suites

MAIRET HOTELS
Francis Mairet
(250) 889-5494
Victoria, BC
francis@mairethotels.com
www.mairethotels.com

Key Executives: Tyson Ghostkeeper, Regional Director of Operations; Joey Mouallem, Principal

History: Mairet Hotels is an innovative third-party hotel management company specializing in development, re-branding and repositioning of existing assets to meet their fullest potential. A growing, scope-driven company, Mairet Hotels is currently engaged
with 4 properties in British Columbia, 2 in Alberta with 2 others in
the development pipeline within Western Canada. Mairet Hotels
oversees hotel transformations from the initial financing stage,
construction/renovation and beyond – achieving record RevPAR
on behalf of their ownership groups. Passionate about efficiency,
the hands on management team excels in achieving maximum
productivity with minimum expense. Long-term financial gain and
superior employee and guest satisfaction are crucial to the success of this Victoria, BC, company. With thinking outside the box a
daily activity, Mairet Hotels has continued to stay ahead of the
curve in all things hospitality.

No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 21

No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 5

Properties managed in Canada: Best Western Inn & Suites – Wainwright, AB; Best Western Plus – Wine Country, West Kelowna;
Comfort Inn & Suites – Medicine Hat; Comfort Suites – Kelwona;
Comfort Suites – Regina; Comfort Suites – Saskatoon; Fairfield Inn
& Suites – Edmonton International Airport; Fairfield Inn Suites –
Edmonton North; Hampton Inn- Lloydminster; Holiday Inn – Canmore; Holiday Inn & Suites – Lloydminster; Holiday Inn & Suites –

Properties managed in Canada: DoubleTree by Hilton Victoria;
Hotel Rialto; Solo Suites; DoubleTree by Hilton Edmonton Downtown; Cityzen Residences
Key Executives: Francis Mairet, Principal; Rajiv Dwarika, CFO;
Jayme Smoley-Strand, VP Operations; Kirsten Kost, VP Sales &
Marketing

NEW CASTLE HOTELS & RESORTS
Julian Buffam — Partner
203-451-0703
julianbuffam@newcastlehotels.com
www.newcastlehotels.com
History: New Castle Hotels & Resorts is an award-winning hotel
investment, development and third-party management company
with 15 properties and over 2,500 rooms under management or in
development. New Castle’s growing portfolio of hotels spans 6
states and two Canadian provinces and includes several of Canada’s historic landmark resorts. The privately-held company was
established in New Castle, NH by David Buffam in 1980 and consistently ranks among the top 50 hotel management and development companies in North America. New Castle is a preferred or
approved operator for diverse brands within the Marriott, Hilton,
Hyatt, IHG and Choice families.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 6
Properties managed in Canada: Algonquin Resort, St. Andrews,
NB; Westin Nova Scotian, Halifax, NS; Residence Inn, Moncton, NB;
Hampton Inn & Suites Dartmouth, NS; Courtyard and Residence Inn
by Marriott Dartmouth, NS
Annual revenue (hotel management): $100,000,000
Key Executives: Julian Buffam, Jeremy Buffam & Guido Kerpel
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THIRD-PARTY HOTEL MANAGEMENT

DIRECTORY 2021
have solid working relationships with a network of quality service
providers throughout the province. Looking to the future, we intend
to build on our success and are actively seeking to add new resort
properties to our portfolio.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 8

TRUE KEY HOTELS & RESORTS
Katie Wallace
250-347-2983
PO Box 571, Radium Hot Springs, BC V0A 1M0
katiewallace@truekey.ca
www.truekey.ca
History: True Key has a proven formula and track record of leading
premium boutique resort strata developments to higher returns
and happier owners. We do this by capitalizing on the competitive
advantages of the property, providing exceptional customer service,
targeted sales and marketing, careful measurement of results and
proactive communication with owners. We are a progressive and
growing company managing eight luxury resort properties in
British Columbia and we’re committed to delivering memorable
vacation and vacation ownership experiences. Over the past eleven
years, all the properties we manage have enjoyed consistent annual
growth in rental revenues (even through the pandemic). Established
in 2010, True Key Hotels & Resorts is a relatively young company,
but we have the resources and expertise it takes to strategically
market and manage daily resort operations. We have a skilled team
that shares the company’s commitment to service excellence, and

Properties managed in Canada: Bighorn Meadows Resort, Radium
Hot Springs, BC;; Harrison Beach Hotel, Harrison, BC; Moutcha Bay
Resort, Nootka Sound, BC; Newton Cove Resort, Nootka Sound, BC;
Nootka Sound Resort, Nootka Sound, BC; Sooke Harbour Resort &
Marina, Sooke, BC; SookePoint Ocean Cottage Resort, Sooke, BC;
Sunrise Ridge Waterfront Resort, Parksville, BC
Key Executives: Michael Anderson, President; Joanne Silgailis,
ControllerKatie Wallace, Sales & Marketing Manager; Karina
Gaudreau, Human Resources Manager; Trevor Webb, General
Manager – Bighorn Meadows Resort; Laural-Lee Lofgren, General Manager – Harrison Beach Hotel;Jenn Buerge, Area General
Manager – Sooke, BC; Tara Ryder, General Manager – Sunrise
Ridge Waterfront Resort

URGO HOTELS CANADA

URGO HOTELS
AND RESORTS
Kevin Urgo
Managing Partner
6710A Rockledge Drive
Suite 420
Bethesda, MD 20817
Phone: 301.657.2130
kevin.urgo@urgohotels.com
History: Urgo Hotels and Resorts is a hotel management and
development company with an award-winning track record spanning several decades. Urgo Hotels Canada (UHC) has been actively
involved in developing and managing hotels in Canada since 1995
under Urgo Hotels and Resorts umbrella. It has pioneered the
development of many brands in Canada starting with his first project in Montreal and establishing a solid presence in Eastern Canada over the years. After establishing a solid reputation of Industry
leader in the development management of Full service and select
service properties, UHC is now under an aggressive growth plan
through third party management.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 17

Serge Primeau
President and Managing Partner
1111 Blvd. Dr Frederik Phillips
suite 400
Montreal (Quebec) H$M 2X6
Tel: 514 336 7056 / 819 425 0224
serge.primeau@urgohotels.com

Properties managed in Canada: Marriott Quebec City downtown,
Renaissance Montreal downtown, Springhill Suites Old Montreal,
Residence Inn Montreal airport, Courtyard Montreal airport, Residence Inn at Mont-Tremblant Resort, Homewood Suites at MontTremblant Resort, Courtyard Downtown St John’s, Sheraton Four
Points Edmundston New-Brunswick,Hotel, Hotel Rive Gauche,
Humaniti Montreal, a Marriott Autograph collection, Hilton Garden
Inn and Homewood Suites midtown Montreal, Delta Mont Saint
Anne Resort and Convention Center, Hampton Inn and Homewood
Suites Montreal downtown, Courtyard Laval (under construction)
Annual revenue (hotel management): $314 million $91 million of
which in Canada
Key Executives: Don Urgo Sr, Don Urgo Jr, Kevin Urgo, Collin Urgo,
Serge Primeau

VJ MANAGEMENT
Kari Boyer
306-651-0500
103 Stonebridge Blvd, Saskatoon, SK, S7T 0G3
www.vjmanagement. Net
facebook: vjhospitalitygourp
History: Formed in 2008 in Saskatoon, VJ Management is a leader
in the development and management of hotel and residential properties in Saskatchewan. It owns and operates hotels in all the major
cities in the province, including Regina, Saskatoon, Prince Albert,
Moose Jaw, and Swift Current. Its principals, Roger Egger and Shaun
Ng have a combined experience of over 70 years in the hospitality
management business and have completed many successful projects in Western Canada.
No. of properties managed as at 01-Oct-2021 in Canada: 17
Properties managed in Canada: Four Points by Sheraton Saskatoon,
SK, Four Points by Sheraton Regina, SK, Hampton Inn Saskatoon
South, SK, Holiday Inn Suites Regina Eastgate, SK, Holiday Inn
Express Regina South, SK, Holiday Inn Express Yorkton, SK, Holiday
Inn Express Swift Current, SK, Holiday Inn Express Prince Albert, SK,
Days Inn Moose Jaw, SK, Days Inn Prince Albert, SK, Ramada Hotel
SK, Motel 6 Regina, Econo Lodge Regina, Travel Inn Saskatoon
Key Executives: Roger Egger – President, Shaun Ng – Managing Director
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Beds & Bedding w
By Carolyn Camilleri
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Beauty

The
of
a Good Night’s

Sleep

GREAT QUALITY BEDS AND BEDDING
MEAN GUESTS SLEEP WELL AND SO DO HOTELIERS

O

f all the many factors that figure into a comfortable, positive stay for hotel guests, how well they
sleep tops the list.
“The most important part of a hotel room is the bed,”
says Jordanna Caine, national contract sales manager for
Springwall Sleep Products. “It is here a guest spends most
of their time, and it strongly influences how they feel
about the entire room and experience. A quality bed and
bedding can enhance a guest’s perception of the quality of
the entire room.”
And their entire stay.
Jean-Pierre Bissonnette, sales director for hospitality at
Serta Simmons Bedding, concurs, “Sleep quality is one of
the highest drivers of overall guest satisfaction within
hotels, and the highest drivers of sleep quality are comfort
of the mattress, pillow, and linen/bedding.”
Bissonnette adds that hoteliers should be mindful of
executing its cleanliness standards first and foremost.
“The hotel industry continues to face new health and
safety challenges amongst the COVID-19 pandemic, so it’s
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critical to stay in tune with local and federal health regulations and best practices which have become hospitality
norms,” says Bissonnette.
That focus on clean and on quality will be a significant part
of recovery, something we all need to come to terms with.
“The biggest oversight that hoteliers make is not realizing
that they sell a great night’s sleep,” says Rob Bentley,
vice-president and general manager at Kingsdown.
“Despite the challenges we have faced with COVID-19,
consumers are looking for a safe and clean environment.
The standards have been raised and the consumer will not
compromise their safety anymore.”
The pandemic has also affected suppliers.
“Like other sectors of the economy, the bedding industry
has faced shortages, delivery delays, and other supplychain disruptions because of the pandemic and natural
disasters, including several Gulf Coast hurricanes which
have impacted price and availability of raw materials,” says
Marv Nowak, vice-president, commercial, for Araam Inc.
But things are looking up, says Nowak, who notes that
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comfort and support are the key features of a hotel bed. He adds
that coil-construction mattresses continue to lead in the hotel
market, and interest in adjustable beds is on the upswing. Here is
another important trend to pay attention to.
“There is a rising demand for hotel beds which incorporate
organic products, anti-microbial textile, smart technology,
customization, and sustainability in both product and operations,”
says Nowak. “Fifty-five per cent of global travellers say they are
more determined than ever to choose sustainable accommodation
than they were last year — but lack of appealing options makes
it difficult to put this into practice. Eight-seven per cent of millennials believe that the success of a business should be measured by
its impact on the world.”

PRODUCT SHOWCASE
Ticks all the Boxes
The Springwall premium hybrid 1200 coil mattresses are the
perfect hotel mattress. They offer the best of both worlds with
the durable support of a 1200 zoned pocketed coil system
combined with thick layers of speciality gel memory foams for

CONSIDERATIONS FOR CHOOSING
BEDS AND BEDDING
Priority considerations in choosing a mattress are support and
comfort, says Bentley.
“Pocket coils are the ideal support system to contour to various
body shapes, sizes, and sleeping positions,” he says. “In addition,
comfort is what they feel directly when they lay down. You want
your customer to say ‘aww!’ By using luxurious quilting foam,
memory foam, and natural fibres in the top layer of the mattress,
you can have a wonderful sleep oasis.”
Andrew Bishop, national account director at Tempur Sealy, says
every night should feel like the first night slept on a mattress.
“No one wants to jump into bed after a long day and feel body
impressions or sagging,” says Bishop. “Mattresses from the brands
of Tempur Sealy are built with longer lasting components that

the luxurious pressure-relieving comfort of a memory foam
mattress at a fraction of the cost of a premium all-foam
mattress. Another model recently introduced to the Springwell
hotel collection is a euro-top pocketed coil mattress featuring
zoned support and gel-infused quilting for temperature regulation, designed with the more budget conscious hotelier in mind
without cutting corners. Designed with support, comfort and
durability in mind, these mattresses inspire positive guest
reviews. Three Canadian factories and competitive pricing make
Springwall accessible for all properties, coast to coast.

Comfort for Everyone
Araam Inc. is featuring their Hospitality Handicap Hi-Low Bed
Frames. These beds are registered as a Class 1 medical device.
The CRA allows you to claim expenses related to medical devices
used for disability accommodations. Frames are available in twin,

double, double XL, queen, and split king. Product features
include 1,320-lbs life capacity, 18-button wireless remote with
flashlight and programmed positioning (zero gravity, TV watching,
flat and quiet sleep, dual-zone massage, wall-hugger design,
underbed LED lighting, and three-piece adjustable legs. There is
a lifetime warranty on the frame and three-year warranties on
the service program and parts (prorated from year four to 20).
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minimize that potential, like gel-infused foams in every layer and
a unique centre third with an extra layer of foam where guest
weight is concentrated. Our durable mattresses are tested 50 per
cent beyond the industry standard to ensure confidence in your
investment and comfort your guests expect.”
He adds that the standard lifespan of a mattress is seven years,
but that Tempur Sealy mattresses are tested to ensure excellent
performance in the most rigorous environments for at least 10 years.
“That’s why we back our products with a 10-year warranty,”
says Bishop.
Their new product line introduces new technology.
“In 2020, Tempur Sealy Hospitality launched their all-new
product line which features a new technology, Surface-Guard
Antimicrobial Technology™, which kills bacteria on the mattress
surface and protects from common allergens,” says Bishop. “Just
another way hoteliers can keep guests safe during these trying times.”
Caine lists three elements that hoteliers need to consider when
choosing mattresses: comfort, enhanced support, and durability.
“A zoned pocketed coil support system with stronger coils through
the centre third has it all,” she says. “Enhanced, individualized
support, cradling comfort, and durability with stronger coils where
the body is heaviest. The comfort layers should be plant-based,
CertiPUR-US-certified to be free from harmful chemicals and
emissions, and have a temperature regulation feature to help guests
sleep comfortably though the night.”
When looking at budget constraints and taking a “good, better,
best scenario,” Caine says it makes sense to go with the better option.
“You want to hit those three main elements — support, comfort,
and durability — and going for the least expensive option usually
ends up costing a lot more, in both dollars and reputation, if the
durability isn’t there,” says Caine. “I am finding that many properties that would be considered budget or mid-range understand
the importance of a quality mattress and are upgrading to more
premium mattresses. Springwall’s competitive pricing helps properties upgrade with confidence in their return on investment.”
When you are choosing bedding, think about the maintenance.
“The bedding should be easy to clean, and a mattress encasement
on the mattress is a great, visible, peace-of-mind guarantee for
guests especially during current challenges,” says Caine.
Another tip: keep your market in mind.
“Every mattress should provide years of comfort and good support,
but that doesn’t mean every mattress is made for your specific set of
guests and meets your level of quality,” says Bissonnette. “Just like every
hotel brand works to maintain differentiation from its competitors
and better serve their defined guests, mattress manufacturers have to
do the same. The only difference is that mattress manufacturers who
sell to hoteliers have to leverage both the budget and quality side while
also ensuring the greatest match in comfort for the hotel guests.”
Consider the experience at the Prince George Hotel in Halifax.
“The Prince George Hotel has had a longstanding relationship
with Simmons which has been built on the confidence we have in
their product and the service we receive,” says Scott Travis, general
manager. “We consistently have guests asking us where we get our
beds, which is quickly followed up with ‘How can I buy one?’”
Travis tells the story of one guest who hadn’t slept through the
night in 12 years until she stayed at the Prince George Hotel for
four nights to attend a conference in Halifax. She told staff she “had
to have” that bed — so the hotel had it shipped from the guest
room to Manitoba.
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“We were happy to help make that happen,” says Travis. “Operating
a hotel has its fair share of situations to ‘pop up’ and working with
a supplier like Simmons who will work closely with you to make
sure your operation doesn’t miss a beat is essential to us. When
reviewing our guest feedback, a consistent comment we see is ‘best
sleep I’ve ever had’ — I think that says it all.”

TIME TO UPGRADE?
There are a number of approaches to replacement scheduling, but
the most important thing is to get it done before complaints start.
“When thinking about mattresses, it’s important to remember
that the comfort of the mattress affects the guest’s impression of
the room, of their experience, and it affects the reviews,” says Caine.
“With a good maintenance and replacement plan in place, the
mattresses and bedding are replaced before bad reviews about quality of sleep start creeping in.”
She says properties with a high occupancy will replace mattresses
every four to six years, and that replacements are often staggered
floor by floor for easy budgeting and logistics.
Mattress quality and maintenance affect replacement timeframe.
“The typical warranty is 10 years and comes with specific tolerances for normal body impressions and sagging,” says Bissonnette.
“Remember to always replace the foundation when replacing a
mattress, follow the mattress rotation guideless if provided, and use
a mattress protector. This will go a long way to protect and even
extend the life of your mattress.”
If a mattress or bedding becomes ripped or soiled it should be immediately replaced. Caine recommends keeping a small inventory on hand
for such instances and also stresses the importance of maintenance.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Upgrading beds and bedding is a good marketing opportunity.
“Upgrading the mattresses when it’s time to replace them is
a lucrative move for a property’s value and image,” says Caine.
“Marketing this gives great leverage in the competitive hotel market.
Online, social media ads, signage at the property, newsletter etc.”
Caine also recommends re-evaluating your mattress purchasing
regularly: Are there strong patterns in guest feedback related to
mattresses that you should pay attention to? Have trends changed?
Are you still getting the best value? Are there new mattress technologies you are missing out on?
“Market trends change over time and the hospitality industry
needs to keep pace,” she says. “We’ve seen hotel mattresses go from
the Rock-of-Gibraltar hard to ultra-plush, and the pendulum has
corrected itself to medium.”
Caine adds that hoteliers are still experiencing so many
challenges and ever-changing unknowns.
“Excellent value, now more than ever, is paramount and
supporting local Canadian-owned companies, manufacturing
right here in Canada adds immense value,” says Caine.
As the hotel industry and the country continues to recover from
the pandemic, getting a good night’s sleep is your best-selling point
for guests and for you. ●

PRODUCT SHOWCASE

w

“Rotating the mattresses twice a year helps maintain wear on the
foam over its life and two-sided mattresses can be flipped for even
longer durability and maintaining of comfort,” says Caine.
Bissonnette suggests instituting routine cleaning of mattresses
— such as vacuuming the mattress surface to remove dust and
allergens on a regular basis — which will also improve the quality.

Exciting New Product Line
Serta Simmons will be introducing an all-new Serta® Perfect
Sleeper® Endurance Series product line designed specifically
to meet the needs of the hospitality market. The new portfolio
features a clean, modern design esthetic and innovative components that deliver unmatched comfort and durability. The new
line reflects Serta’s ongoing commitment to and investment in
innovative bedding
component technology and spans every
price point and mattress construction,
so that hotels and
resorts can elevate
the guest sleep standards. Along with

this launch, they are introducing the new hospitality
lineup for the Beautyrest™
line and a reintroduction of
Simmons branded products.
The Beautyrest™ products
feature EnviroLux™ Fiber comprised of reclaimed plastic, and all
lines have a new, modern design esthetic aligned to meet exacting
hotel brand requirements — from economy to luxury. What hasn’t
changed is their commitment to innovation and all the comfort
and performance attributes that remain synonymous with the
Beautyrest brand. The refresh of the legendary Simmons brand
reintroduces an affordable sleep solution designed specifically to
meet the needs of hostels, economy brands, and extra sleeper
accommodations such as roll-aways.

FRESH
THREADS

Preferred Feel
for Five-Star Reviews
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Tempur Sealy, the largest bedding manufacturer and most
trusted brand according to 2021 BrandSpark American Trust
Study, has acclaimed brands under its portfolio including Sealy,
Sealy Posturepedic, Stearns & Foster, and Tempur Pedic, which
can fit any price point. All these brand mattresses are made in

T

he visual appearance, cleanliness and scent of towels
and linens can make or break a guest’s visit to your
establishment.
A recent consumer survey done by Proctor & Gamble
revealed that 89 per cent of respondents equate soft, bright
whites to clean towels and bedding. When linens and towels
are perceived as dingy, your guests will often complain to
the front desk, may ask to switch rooms, or even take their
business to another hotel. Even with reduced staff numbers
and higher operational costs due to COVID-19, linen
appearance must still be a priority.
One of the main impacts COVID-19 has been in the frequency and size of textile purchases. Pre-pandemic it was
not uncommon for properties to make larger purchases
quarterly or semi-annually. Now with occupancy, and
therefore revenues, being much less predictable, textile suppliers are seeing an increase in monthly buying cycles.
One great way many hotels save on cost and help to save
the environment, is to put conservation signs in bedrooms
and bathrooms. These conservation signs ask guests to

Canada and are built to last night after night. The recently
launched all-new Tempur Sealy Hospitality Line is the result of
extensive consumer research and consistently delivers the
preferred feel as defined by today’s guests across all segments.
Tempur Sealy has developed a wide range of segment-leading
choices in foam and innerspring designs to exceed the expectations of guests and help generate the five-star online reviews
that drive your business.
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Towels & Linens
By Mike Yeo
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WHY FRESH AND
HIGH-QUALITY
TOWELS AND LINENS
ARE IMPORTANT
reuse their linens and towels whenever and wherever possible. This request has shown to reduce the number of loads
of laundry washed by 17 per cent, which in turn helps your
linens and towels maximize their lifespan and it also helps
reduce costs related to water, energy, and labour.
While identifying a quality product that fits your property
is always the first recommendation, it is important to identify a reliable provider that can deliver consistency. Textile
products will almost always vary from manufacturer to manufacturer regardless of established specifications. To ensure
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your guests are receiving the same quality
experience regardless of room and number
of visits, you must ensure your supplier can
deliver the same product each time.
“Eden Textile ensures consistency by
designing our own specs. We don’t “shop
around” for an existing product. We build
the specifications and work with our partners to bring that quality product to our
customers,” says Michael Starret, vice-president and general manager at Eden Textiles.
“As with towels, the quality and consistency of products across orders remain
paramount. There are numerous manufac-
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turers around the world, for example, of 200
thread count sheets; but these can all look
very different. Did you know there are multiple different types of white? While these
differences can be subtle at first glance, they
become very noticeable when placed beside
each other; for instance, on two queen beds
in the same room,” added Starret.
White towel products continue to dominate demand in the market. Depending on
the property, many hoteliers will look for a
product line that offers some decorative
elements as well, such as a dobby border or
another pattern.

In the bedding space, the pandemic has
reinforced existing trends such as triple
sheeting and minimal accents. Patterned
and/or integrated top sheets are creating
crisp and, more importantly, a clean look
on the beds. Additionally, the use of triple
sheeting is often favoured by housekeeping
staff as it is a more efficient process when
changing over a room.
“It’s important for a property to invest
in a well-made product,” says Heidi Luber
of Lubertex, a fourth generation family
company.
“Hoteliers need to spend the time
researching their needs and wants when it
comes to their towels and linens. When it
comes to durability, weave is very important. Many properties end up with a big
mix of different threads and weaves, and
this can be a challenge when it comes to
maintaining a fresh, crisp look. Our goal at
Lubertex is to get our clients on a program
where they have consistency, quality, and
reliability. We’re working hard lately on
getting higher end products into 3-star
hotels where you might not typically see
the higher thread count products that you
would in a 5-star hotel,” added Luber.
The demand for high-quality products
has not changed. Most hoteliers know that
lesser quality products tend to require
more frequent replacement and end up
costing more over the long term. Even
through COVID-19, hoteliers have not
changed this position. COVID-19, however, has affected the supply chain challenges
facing the industry which have forced
properties to consider different options
based solely on availability.
When asked about the supply chain
challenges facing the hotel industry when it
comes to textiles, Chris Berry, director at
True North Hospitality said, “Many premium products are in short supply due to
global supply chain disruptions. This is
creating a situation where most properties
are opting for the stock available on the
shelf. This may become a larger issue in the
coming months, as cotton commodity
prices recently increased to a 10-year high.”
A guest’s experience starts as soon as
they step into your hotel, and often they
are expecting to receive the best service and
highest quality products. With all the
awareness given to health and cleanliness
this year, it will pay off to have a consistent
program with fresh clean linens and towels
waiting for your guests when they are ready
to return. ●
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE
Luxurious Linen
Eden’s most luxurious line of
linen, the Opulence T-300
Sheets are made to ensure a
smooth, silky finish and a
beautiful sheen. Woven to a
300-thread count, the Opulence
Sheets are comfortable and cozy,
yet durable. The 70 per cent Cotton
and 30 per cent Polyester blend is
preshrunk to reduce future shrinkage in
the linen. The Opulence Sheets are designed specifically
to provide your guest with a luxurious stay.
Available in a variety of sizes in addition
to matching pillowcases.

Portuguese Pride
New from Lubertex are
their Sodou Checker towels
100 per cent cotton
600 gsm towels, made in
Portugal. Nothing beats their
beautiful, soft, and absorbent
towels from Portugal.
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Cozy, Sustainable and
Textured
Make your beds cozy and
modern with the George
Courey sustainable and
reusable textured duvet
cover. They are T300
Percale, 60 per cent
combined cotton and 40 per
cent polyester with a plain
weave and Mercerized and
Sanforized Finish. Available in both sizes
King and Queen. Due to the textured nature of this
product it considerably reduces the ironing needed.

Wrinkle Resistant, and
Snag free
The True Experience® 100
per cent polyester top sheet
is available in both khaki
and white. Features a
wrinkle resistant, snag
free finish so you can keep
your beds looking fresh.
Seven oz per square yard.
Machine wash and dry.
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NEW products
New Commission-Free Online Ordering Platform
Doubles as Brand Builder for Hospitality
In a move that will level the playing
field for Canada’s underserved and
densely populated SME foodservice and
hospitality industry to compete and thrive
against big box brands, Taliup Payment
Solutions — the payment technology
company focused on cost-effective payment software for small and medium
Canadian enterprises — has launched a
feature-rich commission-free online
ordering platform for restaurants, bars,
cafes and hotels to maintain and grow
their own independent brands.
Taliup Express is the
POS solution focused
exclusively on foodservice and hospitality businesses looking for an affordable and
competitive option to hefty commission third-party apps. This
topline customized self-branding platform and merchant-centric
mobile app (IOS and Android) redefines SME online presence and
maximizes customer engagement.
Taliup Payment Solutions and Taliup Express are owned by parent
company Unity Payments, a veteran in the payment processing
industry with more than a decade of experience and a roster of
nearly 10,000 SME clients across Canada in the local independent
foodservice, hospitality and retail category.
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Hydro Systems, a world leader in delivering
chemical dispensing and dosing solutions,
has released its latest free white paper, “Electrical, Mechanical & Plumbing Approvals
for Chemical Dispensers.” The educational
white paper offers a closer look at industry
standards such as ASSE 1055, Underwriter’s
Laboratory (UL), Canadian Standards Association (CSA) and Conformité Européenne (CE)
and the importance of choosing products
that have undergone rigorous testing.
“Many of the dispensing systems installed
in North America have not undergone the
necessary testing to ensure safety and compliance with important safety standards,”
said John Goetz, global product manager,
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DESTINATION BC LAUNCHES POWER UP!
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New Digital Mentorship Program
Destination BC is helping tourism businesses across the province to “Power Up”
through a new digital mentorship program which will award successful applicants a
digital service package valued at up to $5,000.
The Power Up! application-based program will provide 75 eligible BC-based, small
and medium sized tourism businesses, sole proprietors, and non-profits across the
province with free access to digital audit and technical services designed to improve
their digital marketing activities and use of technology.
“Power Up is the latest digital program to be added to Destination BC’s suite of
industry development opportunities,” said Richard Porges,
president and CEO of Destination BC. “Strong digital
expertise is increasingly
important as virtually all
travellers are online before,
during, and after their trips.
The program will bolster
digital capabilities on a oneto-one basis with each qualifying tourism business,
offering tailored digital support where each business
needs it most.”
KRT Spark Program winners
Successful applicants will
be given access to a digital subject matter expert in a service area of their choice,
who will work with them to improve their online capabilities. The service costs will
be directly covered, up to a maximum of $5,000 per participant, and will include
educational resources for further learning and ongoing implementation.
The application intake opened on September 20, 2021 at 9:00 am PST and will
remain open until 85 applications are received, at which point the intake will close and
applications will be reviewed based on eligibility criteria in the order they are received.
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Hydro Systems. “This white paper offers
insights on various standards and tests that
facility managers and the chemical companies should look for in order to keep their
people, partners, and buildings safe.”
The white paper details electrical,
mechanical and fire safety testing, including
electromagnetic compatibility, Ingress
Protection and glow wire flammability tests.
It details various certification marks that
facility managers can review and explains
why these are important. The paper also
covers correct installation procedures to
ensure long-term success with dispensers.
For more information:
https://hydrosystemsco.com/downloads/
electrical-mechanical-plumbing-approvalsfor-chemical-dispensers/.

For more information: https://www.destinationbc.ca/learning-centre/power-up/
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checking out

By Nicole Sherwood

A Friendly & Relaxed Atmosphere
“In 2021 we launched a Kids Club in
July and August. This is a fully staffed
educational club for 5–11-year-olds. This
allows parents an opportunity to play a
round of golf, enjoy a nice quiet meal, or
get some work done while their kids get
to safely meet other kids, learn, and
explore all that the resort has to offer. It
is available in half and full days and
includes snacks and lunch,” shares owner
Becky James.
Kindred Spirits welcomes many different guests from young families to friends
travelling together and couples.
The inn is best known for their service
and amazing staff.
“Our staff are encouraged to be themselves and spend time with our guests. It is
not uncommon to see staff from any of our

T

he James family makes what was
old new again at the Kindred
Spirits Inn & Cottages.
It was originally built in 1946/1947 as
the Links Inn, a golf resort adjacent to
Green Gables Golf Couse. In 1986 the
James family bought was then a dated
property and began the transformation
into what it is today. The concept was to
develop the full six acres of property into
a family friendly resort and use the main
inn building as a focal point.
The resort in Cavendish, PEI spans
just under six acres and consists of
dozens of buildings. In the original inn
there is the main lobby, dining and
kitchen area, administration office and
13 rooms that range from small, quaint
inn rooms to larger suites.
The gatehouse is located beside the
inn and is tucked into a corner of the
property. This was built in 1997 and
houses 11 larger suites. In the basement
there is a large multi-purpose room and
the main laundry facilities.
The rest of the property is dedicated to
21 cottages. The cottages are self-catering
and range from quaint two bedroom/
one bathroom units to home-like three
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Kindred Spirits Inn & Cottages provides
guests an old-fashioned family resort and inn
bedroom/two bathroom units with large
decks and private hot tubs.
The cottages are organized and built
around the periphery of the property
and are all focused around a large open
green space, a large playground and a
fenced-in flower garden.
Quaint, traditionally decorated rooms
are found in the main inn and typically
appeal towards Anne of Green Gables fans.
“Our main inn is definitely an interpretation of quaint Victorian. Our
gatehouse is more modern coastal
design. Our cottages are designed around
the idea of being practical and simple,
while having all of the amenities you
want,” explains owner Dan James.
Other features at the inn include a large
custom-built playground that is central to
the property. Beside the inn there is a
40’x20’ in-ground pool and large hot tub.
There is a large flower garden with an
outdoor chess game in the middle. There
are also two communal fire pits for guest
use. They also offer onsite bike rentals.

departments sitting and talking with guests.
This friendly and relaxed atmosphere
permeates everything we do,” shares Dan.
“In many ways what was old is new
again. At our core we are built around
the idea of an old-fashioned family resort
and inn. Our property is off-the-road,
quiet and the design of the property
creates and expansive open feeling. All of
this while being directly in the heart of
the Cavendish Beach area,” says Becky.
Not surprising 2020 was the worst season
in the history of the inn. Business was a fraction of what they usually host. However,
they kept their full-time staff employed.
They have had some adapting to do
— especially around their breakfasts.
Traditionally they have served a gourmet
breakfast buffet, but with new regulations buffets are a challenge.
Looking to future they plan to continue
to upgrade the property where needed,
adding more outdoor amenities, and
continuing to focus on making the property a great place for staff and guests. ●
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